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Abstract

Over the past year, there have been growing tensions between China and Taiwan, and evidence points to a situation where China could take over the country within a few years. The US has pledged to defend Taiwan through national-level guidance. To do so, it must work with allies in the area such as Australia, Japan, The Republic of Korea, and the Philippines to create and execute an active denial-based cyber deterrence strategy. For the US to be successful, the strategy will have three parts. The first part is the forward deployment of US cyber personnel to the countries mentioned above and their cyber centers while broadcasting the movements through the media. The second is drawing red lines in cyberspace to alert China of what is or is not acceptable. Finally, the third part is the response. The US will develop preapproved actions to decrease response time to Chinese cyber aggressions if they cross any red lines. Without forward-deployed cyber personnel, Taiwan will be unable to secure cyberspace.
The United States (US) should forward deploy a cyber presence to multiple countries in the Indo-Pacific area of responsibility, showing America resolve and an international alliance to deter actions against Taiwan.

**Background**

Admiral Davidson, Commander of US Indo-Pacific Command (USINDOPACOM), stated before the Senate Armed Services Committee that China views Taiwan as its number one priority, and research indicates that they could take the country within six years.¹ As such, Taiwan has gained much of the international community’s attention. However, only 15 countries recognize Taiwan as a singular country and not part of China as part of the “One China Principle”.² The US is a primary supporter of Taiwan and explicitly includes them to defend in National Security Strategies throughout the years. Other countries, and US allies, that are physically in the best positions to help Taiwan from an invasion scenario are Japan, the Republic of Korea (ROK), the Philippines, and Australia.³ However, many countries are hesitant about standing up to China for various reasons. The ROK is concerned that supporting Taiwan would lead to military conflict with North Korea, potentially harming the mass amount of military troops on the peninsula.⁴ While Philippine President Duterte pledged his allegiance to China in 2016, it’s clear that he disagrees with China’s actions in the South China Sea and threats to the Philippine’s land and sea territories.⁵ Duterte is left with few options except foreign relations, especially with the US, to deter China.⁶ Australia has made relatively few comments on the situation but stated they would maintain current policies towards Taiwan.⁷ Although, the statement lacks clarity on types of attacks or conditions that could arise in a conflict or any response actions from Australia.
Japan supports the defense of Taiwan from China. If China could control all trade through the area, Japan would be at its mercy for economic and national security. While Japan has made no official comment on what they would do if China invaded Taiwan, it can be assumed that if China directly attacked any Japanese bases in a scenario, the US would align with Japan and support Taiwan. The US has that they will defend Taiwan but has been vague about how that would happen. The US canceled the Taiwan Relationship Agreement in 1979 and hasn’t completed a large-scale military exercise together since that time. While the US does send attaches and diplomats, they rarely stay long enough to build relations which could be a hindrance if the countries were presented with a multinational working environment.

Assumptions

There are three assumptions for this discourse. First, the Chinese mainland will be harder to attack than any outstations by target selection and risk of escalation. Second, Chinese economic and diplomatic outposts, such as merchant fishers or mines, embassies, or ports in other countries, are legitimate response targets. Finally, the third assumption is that the Chinese abuse of international norms requires a more robust global response. If the rest of the world imposes costs on Chinese cyber aggression, China has multiple deterrent effects countering Chinese expansion.

Cyber Deterrence

The Deterrence Operations Joint Operation Guide (DOJOC) defines deterrence as the ability to “Convince adversaries to not take action that threaten US vital interests by means of decisive influence over their decision making … [to] change the decision calculus of an adversary by denying benefits, imposing costs, or encouraging adversary restraint.” One method to deter is the cyber domain is through a forward-deployed presence. The US Cyber
Command (USCYBERCOM) has included the concept as a central focus through superiority through persistence.\textsuperscript{14} The goal is to deploy as close to the adversary activity as possible, allowing the research of weaknesses, intentions, capabilities, and ability to counter-attack.\textsuperscript{15} USINDPACOM reinforces a cyber alliance with the ROK, Japan, and Australia to include information sharing and cyber attack response commitments.\textsuperscript{16} It lists the Philippines as a nation that the US will support specifically in an armed attack in the South China Sea.\textsuperscript{17} However, it does not mention Taiwan or cyber attacks. Forward deploying in cyberspace assumes that the US can act in cyberspace while controlling escalation and the persistence will deter others from cyber attacks.

Forward deployed troops allow for the normalization of cyber operations, which decreases the risk of escalatory response in a conflict situation. The decision to forward deploy in cyberspace includes cyber protection teams, operations within allied networks, operations against adversary networks, intelligence sharing with allies and partners, and using malware to set up critical national infrastructure to be effected.

The US must forward deploy troops because of the organizational decision to support Taiwan. The 2017 National Security Strategy included Taiwan and stated the US would provide for Taiwan’s legitimate defense needs and help deter coercion.\textsuperscript{18} The Interim National Security Strategy Guidance reaffirmed that guarantee, including comments that Taiwan is a democracy and critical economic and security partner in line with American commitments.\textsuperscript{19} The US values democracy, human rights, and human dignity as the basis for all top-level doctrine and strategies. Each document includes spreading and securing democracy as part of its core mission. In a cyber event with China, China could stifle the fundamental right to freedom of information or speech through a DDoS attack as was seen in Hong Kong or a zero-day attack that could have strategic-
level effects on critical national infrastructure. The US must deter Chinese aggression towards Taiwan as aligned with their diplomatic pledge.

**Recommendations**

The US must develop a cyber strategy towards China and Taiwan that (a) develops a forward presence, (b) develops red lines in a cyber conflict that China cannot cross without consequence, and (c) if the lines above are crossed, the US and partners must hold China’s national interests at risk through previously approved actions. The forward presence will be established by including a cyber center liaison officer to work with allies’ cyber command centers. Australia’s offensive and defensive cyber capabilities reside within the Australian Signals Directorate. According to the most recent Annual Report, they have been conducting offensive defense of the countries national interest. Japan’s cyber capabilities reside in the Ministry of Defense and maintain a response only posture towards cyberspace capabilities. The increased US presence, through permanent positions or travelling delegations will allow members to become embedded in the systems remotely or physically through agreements or norms. The US has successfully integrated cyber officers in personnel exchange programs in the United Kingdom and Canada. The US and ROK cyber agreement includes information sharing including critical national infrastructure, cyber event investigations, cybersecurity collaboration, and cybersecurity framework elements. Additionally, the US has forward deployed cyber troops to Montenegro, Estonia, North Macedonia, and Ukraine to help protect the countries from within the foreign networks. Finally, to make the world aware of the new posturing, information must be released to include relationship building and after-action reports of what was accomplished. It will also secure the information environment for the US aligning with multiple DOD guidance and increase the US’s global credibility.
The second item, red lines, must be developed to know when a military response measure should be employed. In Hong Kong, Telegram, an encrypted messaging application, suffered a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack to stop protestors from communicating. When Telegram ceased to work, protestors moved to another messaging service that was vulnerable to attacks. The change in situation allowed China the information advantage. While doctrinally, the US should not respond to human security violations, the argument could be made that if the military also used Telegram for recalls, it would give the US the green light required to respond to China's national interests. The same could be agreed on for other information systems that affect both the military and civilians. Additionally, social media hacking tools have been sold to governments to spy on citizens. If China were found to use these tools to spy on military leaders or infiltrate a command and control epicenter, those would be red lines requiring a response from the US and partners.

Finally, if red lines are crossed, the US and allies must hold China’s interests at risk. One issue that arises with this is the authority to act in cyberspace. Per Joint Publication 3-12, Cyberspace Operations, the Commander USCYBERCOM, and the subordinate cyber commanders are the authority for offensive and defense cyber within the DODIN and other networks worldwide from a military perspective. There is no guidance on if the control can be delegated down to a lower level. Creating specific pre-approved actions as actions that can happen quickly after a red line is drawn would remove doubt and empower the forward-deployed cyber troops to make near-real-time decisions. Including partners in the overall plan allows less tech-savvy allies to assist and could bring additional capabilities to complement US capabilities while meeting the intent of all top-level US strategic documentation. China’s national interest in protecting national sovereignty, territorial integrity, and continued development of the
The fact that China wants the lead, both territorial and economically, in the AOR is echoed in the USINDOPACOM’s strategy as one of the global defining elements of the 21st century. The country continues to seek “regional hegemony in the near-term and ultimately global preeminence in the long-term.” Targeting maritime ports within the South China Sea including, but not limited to the Spratly, Paracel, and Senkaku islands, would allow the US a national interest target that would not be as protected as the mainland. Using interconnectedness as a deterrence element and strategic advantage, being forward deployed in the region would allow easy access to these Chinese national interest targets as well as posturing for a swift and immediate, proportional attack. If China violates the red lines and the US does not respond, it will be detrimental to the US’s credibility.

In conclusion, the US must forward deploy cyber troops to the region to increase cyberspace deterrence to defend and protect Taiwan. Red lines must be declared, and pre-approved actions must be approved to empower the deployers to carry out the US strategic responses swiftly and proportionally. Only then will China’s decision calculus be altered to not engage Taiwan in cyber conflict.
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